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It’s common for university staff to be graded or evaluated regularly.
Educators often look at things like test scores, curriculum, etc. However,
considering a professor for teaching things like this is not standard. One university
doesn’t seem to care. A proposal is up in the air at West Virginia University that
will grade teachers based on whether or not they meet social and diversity
standards. Teachers that fall short will face termination.
The Daily Caller reports, “Procedurally, many people are worried that a single bad
review from an administrator will get them fired,” Scott Crichlow, West Virginia
University associate professor, said while speaking with the Washington Times.
“Much of this proposal is putting the cart before the horse. Departments haven’t
defined the diversity requirements yet.”
Not only will professors be graded on their curriculum but on whether or not they
go the extra mile to help students classified as diverse graduate.
The Daily Caller says, “Professors would also receive a grade on their efforts in
‘advising, recruiting, retaining and then graduating students from historically
under-represented groups,’ says the proposal. Evaluations of professors in their
diversity efforts should be made on a ‘holistic assessment of the evidence.’”

If the proposal passes, administrators can recommend the termination of
employees that do not have a satisfactory rating. Tenured employees, who were
once protected from situations like this, will be required to participate in an
improvement plan. If they do not have a satisfactory rating in a year, they can be
terminated, according to The Daily Caller.
Many feel that the proposal is crossing a line. According to The Washington
Times, “Making tenured faculty subject to termination based on the decision of
department chairs and/or faculty committees will end tenure at WVU as we know
it,” said Jeremy C. Young, director of free expression for the nonpartisan free
speech advocacy group PEN America, which opposes the proposal.”
Ironically, the University is making revisions to include equal opportunity.
However, there’s nothing equal about ensuring that students of a particular race or
background graduate or are academically ahead of others. Imagine what would
happen if an academic establishment did that for white students.

